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	FADE IN:
	
	STILL SHOTS OVER CREDITS

	An old cracked photoraph of young John Rambo holding up a small
	fish he has just caught. He is eight years old.


	STILL SHOT

	of a twelve-year-old John Rambo proudly riding a horse.


	STILL SHOT

	of a teenage John Rambo at a junior high school dance.


	STILL SHOT

	of John Rambo's high school (sophomore year) year book.
	

	STILL SHOT

	of John Rambo and a team picture of the high school track team.


	STILL SHOT

	of John Rambo winning the shotput event.


	STILL SHOT

	of John Rambo winning the broad jump.


	STILL SHOT

	of Rambo lifted onto the shoulders of fellow football
	teammates after winning a game.


	STILL SHOT

	of Rambo at the final high school prom... he and his date stand
	beneath a banner that reads:
				
			PROM KING AND QUEEN 1967


	STILL SHOT

	of Rambo wearing his high school graduation cap and gown... the
	photo fades into a closeup photo of Rambo dressed in a military
	green beret special forces uniform.


	STILL SHOT

	of Rambo in battle gear posing in the jungles of Viet Nam with
	several battle weary buddies... they are all wearing camouflage
	makeup on their faces... Rambo is now a sergeant. Next to him is
	a big black man named Delmar.


	STILL SHOT

	of Rambo under heavy fire. Screaming orders while helping the
	wounded into hellicopters.


	STILL SHOT

	of Rambo and several other war buddies standing and blindfolded
	with their hands above their heads as several Viet Cong soldiers
	lead them away at gunpoint.


	STILL SHOT

	the type taken and released to the wire services as propaganda,
	of Rambo and two other men seated at a table in front of a
	microphone being interrogated.


	STILL SHOT

	of Rambo many hard months later staring blankly through the
	jagged opening of the prison compound barbed wire fence... his
	hair is long and matted like his beard. His eyes are now the
	eyes of a much older, harder, and angry man.

	The CAMERA MOVES CLOSE on Rambo's pained expression and FADES
	INTO THE SUPERIMPOSITION


			NOVEMBER 1975


	EXT. DIRT ROAD - DAY

	A single lane of parched earth, ground to dust by millitary trucks
	tires -- single wheels, double axles, ROARING low geared ENGINES
	as the --


	NATIONAL GUARD CONVOY
	
	powers off the dirt onto the highway, truck after lumbering truck
	packed with National Guardsmen. On all sides patchwork farmlands,
	overshadowed by a massive mountain forests. OVERSCREEN --

		NOVEMBER 1975, SOMEWHERE IN THE UNITED STATES -- 


	EXT. HIGHWAY - DAY

	within earshot of the approaching convoy, we see the solitary
	figure of the kid on the highway shoulder, walking towards us.
	His jeans and Levi jacket are faded; on the back is an american
	flag. He wears paratrooper boots that he tucks his pants into.
	He carries a rolled up sleeping bag over his shoulder -- just a
	nothing kid, like the freaks and burnouts one ignores in Chicago
	or San Francisco. This however, is American heartland and we
	wonder if a kid looking like RAMBO is being reckless about his
	choice of geography. Reckless too, that flat, unblinking, insolent
	yet far away expression in his eyes. INTERCUT with --


	RAMBO'S POV - BEND IN THE HIGHWAY

	Glimpses of countryside with the oncoming hulks and ROAR of the
	convoy. The sign:

		HOPE WELCOMES SAFE DRIVERS

	Riddled with bullet holes. Milk cows in adjacent farm-lands hung
	with red bunting. Fence post signs:

			NO HUNTING

	With it, the fallow gardens, junked front yards, chicken coops
	and broken fences of the sparce "colored section" clining to the
	edge of a white town. A black woman hurriedly pulls in her wash.
	A pair of mongrels race to a fence at the highway shoulder, their
	BARKING MUFFLED by the increasing ROAR.


	EXT. HOPE - MAIN STREET - DAY 

	The Sheriff's car complete with TEASLE cruises through town. He
	nods genially to people.

	RAMBO
	
	hesitates now and unshoulders the sleeping bag to observe truck
	after truck heaving by him, spewing dust and engine exhaust.
	Glancing back he sees --


	REAR OF NATIONAL GUARD TRUCK

	as it passes. A few Guardsmen have noticed him just long enough
	to register resentment in their faces.


	RAMBO
	
	stares back for a time, then slowly looks ahead. We have no idea
	of what might be in his mind, as he reshoulders the sleeping bag
	and resumes his walk.

								CUT TO:


	EXT. PASTURE - DAY

	Rambo walks up an uneven dirt path caused from tire treads and
	erosion and approaches  an old wood frame house with a dilapidated
	front porch.


	INT. THE BLACK FAMILY'S HOUSE - DAY

	One room, perhaps two. OPEN on the BLACK WOMAN, a dish towel in
	her hands, staring past a young girl to --


	SCREEN DOOR

	the SILHOUETTE of Rambo, backlighted.

			     RAMBO
		Is he here ma'am, or isn't he?
			(no answer)
		Excuse me -- if he's in town or
		something -- could you tell me
		where he might be -- I mean,
		where he might be at?


	WOMAN

	looks from Rambo to the girl.

			     WOMAN
		Not here --
			(to the girl)
		Go outside.

	The child worriedly moves to the screen door, easing out and
	around Rambo. Rambo holds the door open. He can't seem to read
	the Woman's problem.

			     RAMBO
		I wonder if I might trouble you
		for a glas of water.

	INCLUDE the Woman.

			     WOMAN
		... Come in.

	...and heads towards her sink as Rambo shyly steps inside,
	fishing out a pocket worn address book, thumbing it open to
	the appropriate page, wondering at the possibility of a
	mistaken address... the little girl looks through the screen
	door with unabashed fascination.
	
	The Woman hands Rambo a glass of water... He holds out the
	adress book.


			     RAMBO
		Thanks --- You can see he wrote it
		down there himself. That's Delmar's
		writing. I'm not on the man's case.

	The Woman holds the address book and stares absently at
	the scrawled address.

			     WOMAN
		That's his writing.

	Rambo pulls a weathered snapshot from his jacket. It is
	plastic coated and curled on the ends as thoug hit has been
	in and out of his pocket a hundred times.

			     RAMBO
		I topld you I wasn't on his case --
		He's a buddy -- we were on the
		same team --
			(holds up the picture)
		See, that's me there. That's
		Bronson, Ortega, Jorgensen, Czak,
		Danforth, Westmore, and there's
		Delmar.

	The little girl at the screen door eases her way in.

			     RAMBO
		Delmar was so big we always had
		to put him behind everybody or
		he'd take up the whole picture.

			     WOMAN
		Delmar's gone --

			     RAMBO
		... What?
		
			     WOMAN
		Last summer --

			     RAMBO
			(stunned)
		... How?

			     WOMAN
		He got cancer -- took him down to
		nothin' -- could lift him off the
		sheet...

	Rambo sets the picture on the table and seems to be
	searching for the right words, but none come. He looks
	very alon at the moment.

			     RAMBO
			(weakly)
		... Sorry -- I'm sorry.

	Rambo's eyes fill with pain as he turns in a defeated
	fashion and leaves.


	EXT. BLACK FAMILY'S HOUSE - DAY

	as Rambo comes slowly out and down the front porch steps,
	transitting the front yard, toward the gate and the highway
	shoulder, forgotten inhis hand the pocket-worn address book
	still thumbed open to the appropriate pages. He steps from
	the porch and drops the book in the dust as he moves away.


	EXT. SMALL BRIDGE - DAY

	as Rambo walks along the bridge towards the town, the shock
	and the memories building behind his eyes.

	He stops and leans against the railing and stares into the
	water. With each second, the pain is building in Rambo.


	SUBLIMINAL CUT (BLACK AND WHITE) - DUSK

	Rambo, Delmar and two other men are under incredible ground
	FIRE as they try to reach the bank of a stream or small
	river... The Americans are running and FIRING at the same
	time. Two G.I.'s fall... The action is insanely fast -- Rambo
	RAPID FIRES his M-16 and is hit in the thigh. Still fighting,
	he writhes on the muddy bank as Delmar scoops him up with one
	powerful arm and drags him to safety.


	BRIDGE - DAY

	Rambo, contorting his face, reflectively pounds the thigh that
	was wounded with his fist, once, twice, again, again.


	INT. POLICE CRUISER - DAY

	Teasle spies Rambo on the Bridge. As the car approaches, Rambo
	pausees at the ENGINE's SOUND and faces the squad car that is
	twenty tards away... Rambo starts to move away. Teasle calls
	from his car.

			     TEASLE
		Where's the love in? ... Stay
		right there.

	Teasle stops the car and gets out. Rambo glances at him and
	seems to size him up in a matter of seconds, then stares off
	to the other end of the bridge.

			     TEASLE
			(Continuing)
		Do you knoe anybody around here?

	Rambo ever so slightly shakes his head no.

			     TEASLE
			(Continuing)
		Wearing that flag on your back
		and looking the way you do can
		get you into trouble around here.

	Rambo remains lost in his own thoughts.

			     TEASLE
			(Continuing)
		Which way you headed? North or
		South?

			     RAMBO
			(soflty)
		... North.

			     TEASLE
		Get in the car, I'll make sure
		you don't head in the wrong
		direction.

	Rambo gets into the car.


	EXT. POLICE CAR - DAY

	SHOT of police car with Teasle and Rambo inside passing
	through town, past the police statio, past the gas station.


	INT. POLICE CAR - DAY

	Teasle and Rambo move down the highway.

			     TEASLE
		Where are you headed?

			     RAMBO
		Maybe Louisville.

			     TEASLE
		And maybe not... Where do you
		sleep? In the woods?

			     RAMBO
		Sometimes.

			     TEASLE
		It's safe enough now... somebody
		from town give you a ride in?

			     RAMBO
		No.

	Teasle veers the car to the curb. A sgn reads: "You are now
	leaving Hope. Drive Carefully."

			     TEASLE
		I don't want a guy like you around.
		First thing you know, a bunch of your
		friends turn up. Besides you wouldn't
		like it here. It's boring, but it's
		the way we like it. It's the way we'd
		like to keep it.

	Rambo says nothing and gets out.

			     TEASLE
			(continuing)
		I'll give you some free advice. Cut
		your hair, clean up and you'll see
		people won't bother you so much.
		Hope this ride helped you a bit. Good luck.

	Teasle drives off. Rambo watches the car for a moment, then starts
	back into town. Teasle sees him in his rear view mirror and brakes
	suddenly.


	EXT. POLICE CAR & STREET - DAY

	Teasle pulls up alongside Rambo.

			     TEASLE
		Where do you think you're going?

	Teasle gets out of the car and moves to Rambo.

			     TEASLE
			(continuing)
		Hey! I'm talking to you -- Where
		do you think you're going? Try to
		be nice to some people --
			(no response)
		Alright, take out some I.D. --
		Let's go.

	Rambo just starts to walk away. Tealse moves after him and grabs his
	arm.

			     TEASLE
		Where the hell are you going?

	Rambo breaks Teasle's grip off easily and stares hard into the lawman's
	eyes. Teasle puts his hand on the but of his 9mm pistol.

			     TEASLE
		Alright, hard ass. Get against
		the car.

	Rambo continues to stare into Teasle's eyes.

			     TEASLE
		I said get against the car --
		How you get there is your choice.

	Rambo leans against the car... Teasle pats him down and finds a
	throwing knife.

			     TEASLE
		You've got problems now. Why're
		you carrying a knife this size?

			     RAMBO
		Hunting.

			     TEASLE
		Don't play games with me, 
		understand? What the hell does
		anybody hunt with a knife?

			     RAMBO
		Name it.

			     TEASLE
		Alright, turn around.

	They lock stares and an unspoken challenge is declared.

			     TEASLE
		Get in.


	INT. POLICE STATION - AUTUMN AFTERNOON

	Four officers: SHINGLETON, the three striper with a buzzard-
	like angularity, sits dispatch, reading a paper. MITCH,
	pockmarked and not so very long out of his teens, is monkeying
	around with the coffee machine. GALT, a thirty-year-old built
	like an upright freezer with a head on it, typing up a report.
	BALFORD cleans his nailswith a paper clip. Teasle, carrying the
	sleeping bag enterswith the cuffed Rambo in tow. He blasts the
	paint-struck counter gate open with the heel of his hand.

			     TEASLE
		Get over there -- move!


	SUBLIMINAL CUT - O.S. TIGER CAGE

	Heavy rain. We are looking through a bamboo grate into a
	vile cesspool that holds Rambo and several other prisoners.


	INT. POLICE STATION - DAY

	Rambo stands in front of the counter that divides the room.

			     SHINGLETON
		Talk about sorry looking humanity.

	Rambo quickly eyes several glass-front gun cases that
	suprisingly house come very powerfully scoped and unscoped
	automatic para-military rifles, several seven shot riot
	guns and assorted pistols... on the wall are many stuffed
	animal heads with Teasle's picture beneath.

			     TEASLE
		Take this one downstairs and book
		him for vagrancy, resisting arrest,
		and carrying a concealed weapon.

	Tosses a knife on the counter.

			     SHINGLETON
		Mike, Galt -- get on it.

			     TEASLE
		... And do something to clean him
		up. Smells like an animal.

			     MITCH
		Let's go.

	He herds Rambo towards the open security door. Galt rises
	balefully to lend a hand. Teasle starts towards his office
	staring wiltingly at Rambo.


	INT. POLICE STATION CELL BLOCK - WATER HOSE - DAY

	It shoots a heavy spray across the concrete floor, past three empty cells
	towards the drain at its far end, above it, a shower head. The man at the
	nozzle is PRESTON, a pensioner as much as a cop. Mitch and Galt are
	seen through a door at the foot of the stairs starting to process Rambo.


	PROCESSING ROOM - DAY
	
	Filing cabinets, camera and mug shot screen, charts for fingerprint analysis,
	etc.  Two small windows with crossed bars are set high on the wall of the
	basement. Shafts of light stream through. Mitch uncuffs Rambo as Galt rolls
	a fresh arrest sheet into the typewriter.

			     GALT
		Name?

	Rambo does not reply. Galt and Mitch exchange a glance.

			     GALT
			(continuing)
		What's your name?

	Rambo is silent.
	
			     GALT
			(continuing)
		The name?

	Rambo looks away.

			     GALT
			(continuing)
		You want problems? You came to
		the right place, buddy. What's
		your name?

	Rambo just stares out of a barred window as the shafts of sunlight
	cut into the room.

			     GALT
			(comtinuing)
		Last time I'm gonna ask --

			     MITCH
		Galt -- wait!


	RAMBO'S HAND

	Catches Mitch's hand. Mitch has noticed a section of chain at the base
	of Rambo's neck and tried pulling it out. The men are frozen euye to eye.

			     MITCH
		Easy --! Just want to see what's
		on your neck.

	The tip of Galt's truncheon presses into the flesh of Rambo's cheek. His
	look invites carnage.

			     GALT
		You've got three seconds before
		I break your face in.

			     MITCH
		He means it.

	Rambo slowly relinqueshes hold of Mitch's wrist. Galt tears off chain and
	reveals a set of dog tags.

			     GALT
		How 'bout that? Hairy here's a
		soldier. John J. Rambo.
	
	Silence.

			     GALT
		You're going to talk to me, soldier
		I promise you.
	
	Silence.

			     GALT
		I'm beginning to dislike you.
	
			     MITCH
		I'll run a make on him -- put his
		name on the teletype.
	

	PROCESSING ROOM

	Galt and another large cop named WARD are trying to fingerprint Rambo.
	The ink is on Rambo's fingers, bit he refuses to place his hand on the police
	print car. Ward tries to push Rambo's hand down.

			     GALT
		Push it!
	
			     WARD
		It won't work this way. It'll
		only smear around.

			     GALT
		Look you sonofabitch -- put your
		hand down there or I'm gonna
		break it.

	Rambo does not move...

			     GALT
		Put it down!

	Galt massive with anger expertly brandishes the truncheon. Rambo moves
	three yards back. His stance is slack, his eyes cold and calm. Galt moves
	towards him.

			     TEASLE
		Galt! What the hell's going on?

	Galt's stained face tells it.

			     GALT
		Nothing I can't handle.

			     WARD
		He won't let us print him, Will.

			     TEASLE
			(To Rambo)
		Why are you doing this, huh?
		Right now you're looking at the
		ass end of a ninety-day incarceration
		and a two hundred and fifty dollar
		fine.

	Rambo has taken the measure of Teasle -- the crisp uniform, the special
	sidearm, the steely-eyed authority.

			     TEASLE
		Now you're going into court at ten
		o'clock tomorrow morning. We're
		going to try to make you a little more
		presentable, so between now and then
		you can impress the hell out of me
		by doing exactly what you're told...
			(To Galt)
		Clean him up.

	Exits room.


	INT. CELL BLOCK - DAY

	Mitch Galt and Ward stand outside the cell staring at Rambo.

			     GALT
		Alright -- get those rags off.

	Rambo slides his eyes towards Galt. They appear lazy and heavy-lidded,
	like a lounging reptile.

			     GALT
		I said, get 'em off now!

	Rambo looks away towards the adjacent cell block. At the precise moment
	Galt starts to move in, Rambo glides back slowly taking off his jacket and
	letting it fall to the floor. Slower still he goes anout removing his jeans. As he
	steps out of them mitch and Galt react to --

	RAMBO'S THIGH

	It bears a cruel scar on a field of glazed tissues. Rambo pulls off his sweatshirt, 
	the last of his clothes.

			     MITCH
		What the hell's he been into?

	Nothing from Rambo. A beat then --

			     GALT
		Who cares?

			     MITCH
		C'mon Galt, we shoult report
		this to Teasle -- Look at that.

			     GALT
		You stay here. I owe him.

	Galt wields his truncheon into Rambo's exposed kidney, and he drops in agony.

			     MITCH
		Damn Galt.

			     GALT
		Now the man said clean him up.


	INT. CELL BLOCK - RAMBO

	High powered firehoses -- spray is plastering Rambo against the cell wall. The
	Hose is held by Preston.

	MITCH AND GALT  AND WARD

	Standing by, watching. Mitch does not like the painful treatment being dished
	out to Rambo, and turns away and lights a cigarette.

			     GALT
		Don't forget to get him behind the ears.


	INT. CELL BLOCK - DAY

	Preston sets a chair in the middle of the room. Mitch guides Rambo towards it.
	Ward is in the background. Preston crosses to the sink and captures some water
	in the mug which he starts whipping into lather. Rambo's eyes follow his every
	move.

			     GALT
		Hurry up - I want to get home and eat.
			(To Rambo)
		Get your ass in that chair.

	Out comes the truncheon, prodding and jabbing. Rambo's eyes flicker dangerously
	as he attempts to slide away.  But then both Mitch and Galt are on him, muscling
	him into the chair. Galt gets his club around Rambos neck and pulls him back.

			     MITCH
		Let's forget this and get Teasle down here

			     GALT
		This guy thinks he's real tough!

			     MITCH
		Can't you see?!

			     GALT
		See what?

			     MITCH
		See the guy's crazy!

			     GALT
		I don't care what he is. Hold him down!

	RAMBO

	every muscle in his body tensing, his eyes on --

	PRESTON

	Rambo is pinned to the chair -- Rambo is becoming crazed.

			     PRESTON
		Most action we had in months!

			     GALT
		Hurry up!


	EXT. VIETNAM
	(SUBLIMINAL - BLACK AND WHITE) POLES

	Heavy Rain. Rambo is naked, except for brown G.I. underpants and dog tags.
	Rambo's arms and neck are bound to a bamboo yoke with a wire around his
	neck that restricts any movement.He is painfully hoisted a foot off the ground.


	RAMBO

	Shakes his head as if to rid himself of a nightmare. PULL BACK TO INCLUDE
	Mitch and Galt standing on either side of him. The kid's body tenses and begins to
	tremble. He tries pulling his head away, but Galt grabs a handful of hair and holds
	him.

			     PRESTON
		... Hold still or you'll cut your
		own throat.


	VERY TIGHT - RAMBO

	reacting to --


	PRESTON'S HANDS

	as the straight razor is opened, the blade glinting. It starts towards Rambo's face.


	EXT. VIETNAM
	(SUBLIMINAL - BLACK AND WHITE) RAMBO AND V.C. OFFICER

	Rambo is hung arms spread from a pair of poles. He is filthy and emaciated. The
	V.C. officer stands alongside Rambo, shouting and spitting at hm. The officer
	pulls out a large knife.


	RAMBO

	straightening to the maximum. Every vein in his neck is swollen as the razor
	moves closer.

			     PRESTON
		Hold him tighter! Wanna get this right.


	EXT. VIETNAM
	(SUBLIMINAL - BLACK AND WHITE) RAMBO AND V.C. OFFICER
 
	Just for kicks, the officer holds it up so Rambo can see it and slices it across
	his back many times -- Rambo screams each time he is cut. The CAMERA
	MOVES IN TIGHTER on Rambo.

	RAMBO

	The scream is erupting from his mouth. It stuns the cops as intended. And
	what follows happens with incredible speed -- a blurring flash of action.

	An unseen crack drops preston like a sash-weight. He goes down as Mitch rises,
	gasping from the kick to his balls. As he doubles up, a knee to the face snaps him
	erect, and back on his heels, smashing him back into the wall. While Mitch is still
	reeling back--

	Rambo is already dealing with Galt, who is furiously whipping the truncheon. So
	swift, so sure, so smoothare Rambo's moves.  He evades two swipes and catches
	Galt's wrist midway through the third. He primes it and lunges back against the
	grain, throwing the big man ass over heals into a violent smack of cell bars.
	Ward is eliminated brawl wqith equal alacrity.


	STARIWAY - TEASLE

	has heard the carnage and is now clammering down towards Rambo who is
	streaking up. Seeing Teasle, Rambo drives and lifts, catapulting him over his back.
	Teasle lands hard at the foot of the stairs. The inertia carries him to a slidding stop
	near Mitch, who is braying and retching in pain.


	RAMBO'S POV

	Shingleton is coming in fast, his sidearm drawn. Rambo drives him from f.g. hitting
	the scaffolding supports that surround the floor.


	SCAFFOLDING

	teetering, twisting, disassembling, falling towad Shingleton who looks up in horror.
	He cries out reflexively FIRING the GUN as the scaffold disintegrates, planks,
	paint, cans and steel poles bouncing and rolling across the unconscious man.


	INT. POLICE STATION - DAY - RAMBO

	races across the main office. Balford is dealt with. A late-arriving cop, Lester, is
	coming through the front door with an armful of supplies. He reacts to Rambo in
	midair, vaulting the counter. Too late. Rambo chops the flat edge of his palm
	across Lester's nose. Lester drops. Rambo grabs his knife still lying on the desk
	and hits the door without having broken stride.


	EXT. POLICE STATION - DAY - RAMBO

	clad to the waist he burts out into the hot glare of the afternoon sun.


	PASSERBY, SHOPPERS, MOTERISTS, HUNTERS

	reacting as they discover the presence of the furious man. Rambo looks around for
	his avenue of escape, sees one and sprints for it.


	EXT. STREET - DAY - PASSING MOTORCYCLIST AND RAMBO

	A large helmetted tough -looking cyclist has made the mistake of slowing down to
	look. Rambo shoves hard. The cyclist hits the pavement. The back wheel of the
	fallen bike is grinding angrily for purchase. Rambo muscles it up, mounts and roars
	off.


	EXT. POLICE STATION - DAY - TEASLE

	is charging out of the station house. Galt is a dozen steps behind, operating the bolt
	of a high-powered rifle. He stops, shoulders it, aims--


	TEASLE

	haking the rifle and taking charge of the weapon.

			     GALT
		I'm going to kill him.

	Now, he sees Galt's face is wild with rage. One streaming eye presages a
	wicked mouse.

			     TEASLE
		Get in there and get some help!

	Galt grits back his rage and hurries into the station house. During the above,
	a score of onlookers has gathered. Every eye is fixed on Teasle, as he dashes
	into a patrol car. Introduce the ROAR of the MOTORCYCLE.


	MOTORCYCLE

	It's wheels rip across the frame, spewing a curtain of gravel., dust and
	exhaust. We hear CRASHING METAL, then see a car fishtailing into our laps,
	cutting our vista down to a hubcap.

	
	EXT. HIGHWAY - DAY

	Rambo cycles into the distance, leaving two wounded vehincals in his wake.
	A distant SIREN is heard WAILING as Teasle's cruiser shoots by, pursuing
	the cycle.

	Rambo zooms past the YOU ARE NOW LEAVING HOPE sign and hangs
	a breakneck turn onto a dirt road which snakes up towards the ditant
	mountains. The SIREN persists growing LOUDER.

	Rambo grinds the bike uphill. Far behind him, vivsible through the dust,
	Teasle's car turnd off the highway to follow. Rambo glances back and
	spurs the bike overland through and open gate and down a narrow road.
	Sensing freedom, Rambo glances back and reacts to --
	

	EXT. WAGON ROAD - OPEN GATE - DAY

	The cruiser demolishes the rails with its sidespin, recovering and
	coming on.

	
	EXT. CREST OF THE HILL - DAY - RAMBO

	Less sure of his escape, Rambo powers the bike uphill. He gains the 
	rugged crest and posts through mid-air, startled by what is suddenly
	appearing below him.

	
	CATTLE - SLOPE

	A hundred head are moving out of a hidden bottom and ambling up slope.
	They BELLOW and spook as --

	RAMBO

	lands the bike in their path, struggling to keep balance. Pulverizing
	the earth massive heads and shoulders engulf the front of the bike.

	Rambo swiming through beeves and dust, REVS the MOTOR, barking commands
	at the animals.


	CRUISER - TEASLE

	Through his windshield, he is suddenly looking down at the cattle swarming
	up and around him. Heads and dust are everywhere. The cruiser is rocking
	against the bruching impact to their bodies. Teasle leans on his horn.


	EXT. MEADOW - RAMBO CYCLING - DAY

	The mountain forests are very close, and the terrain is growing increasingly
	rugged. At a rise, Rambo slows, stops, REVS. He surveys what is ahead and
	looks back.

	The cruiser is doggedly picking its way through the meadow, lookinf neab and
	battered.

	Rambo Roars off and down, leaping the bike over a narrow stream and heading up
	a brushed slope. The bike is gasping and slowing. It is hanging back before it
	falls and Rambo jumps free.

	
	EXT. STREAM - CRUISER

	is appearing. Its front end drops with the land. It skids to a violent stop at
	the water's edge.

	Teasle rams his shoulder against the drivers door but it is jammed. He scrambles
	across the front seat andgets out the passenger door. He draws his sidearm. He
	cups his hands and calls --

			     TEASLE
		I know you can hear me. You're
		over! You're going as far as
		you're gonna go!


	EXT. FOREST - DAY

	Teasle's voice carries on the breeze, but there is no response, only silence.
	
	Catching his breath, Rambo scand the forest and sees an abandoned quarry. He
	rushes over and sees an old piece of canves. He cuts a large square in the
	canvas and fashions a poncho. He flees.


	EXT. STREAM - DAY

	Both cruisers come to a jerky stop at the hillcrest. Lester and Mitch emerge.
	Teasle wades back towards them. Lester's nose is taped and stuffed with
	cotton.

			     TEASLE
		He's up there. Radio in that
		I want Orville and his damn
		dogs. Lester, I want that sawmill
		helicopter right now. If anyone
		gives you lip, you cite 'em
		for obstruction on the spot.

	He stares up the mountains as the camera PUSHES IN.

			     TEASLE
			(continuing)
		We'll get him. No problem.


	VARIOUS SGOTS - STREAM #2 - DAY

	Thunder RUMBLES as Rambo hikes upstream, pushing his stamina to the limit.
	The escape and the cold have taken their toll. Soon, he misjudges the
	stream's bottom and trips forward into a splash landing. He is angry with
	himself. Quickly he pushes to half stand, before he moves on, flapping
	himself for warmth.


	HELICOPTER - AFTERNOON

	seen against a cloud-impacted sky, prowling the mountain, flying quite
	low as it skims the dense forest regions. A voice magnified by a bullhorn
	announces --

			     BULLHORN VOICE
		Attention: Anyone in this area.
		Attention: Hunters. There is a
		dangerous fugitive at large and a
		police manhunt is in progress.
		Evacuate the area immediately.


	EXT. FOREST #2 - DAY
	ANOTHER ANGLE - HELICOPTER - SEEN THROUGH BRANCHES
	
	as it loops down to almost tree level, shaking the upland stretch of
	forest with its whapping ENGINE ROAR and BULLHORN MESSAGE.

	It passes overhead and circles towards another high forest mass.


	EXT. FOREST #2 - DAY
	VARIOUS SHOTS - FOREST - POSSE

	Three doberman tracking dogs pull ORVAL, a young hard-looking hunter,
	raspidly uphill.  Teasle, Shingleton and Mitch are nextfollowed by Ward
	and Balford. Teasle and Shingleton carry walkie-talkies and shoot
	worried looks to the gathering storm clouds.

			     SHINGLETON
		Won't be much longer, Will. You'll
		have him skinned, stuffed and hangin'
		on your wall.

			     TEASLE
		Just keep moving.

	Orval's dogs swerve towards Ward. He recoils.

			     ORVAL
		Keep moving. They can eat and run
		at the same time.
		
	Just then, the dogs strain against their leashes and veer off in a
	radical direction change.

			     TEASLE
		He's headed straight up to the
		summit.

			     BALFORD
		Summit. He tells us this guy's
		dangerous.  Hell, what he is is
		dumb.

			     SHINGLETON
		But he's got Stamina. I'll
		say that much.

			     MITCH
		This is no good. There wa three
		of us holding him down and he
		went through us like we weren't
		even there.


	EXT. FOREST # 3- DAY - RAMBO

	moving cautiously but sdteadily upgrade, hugging the trees for cover,
	his eyes constantly search the sky for the helicopter. He then
	removes a compass from the handle of his knife.

			     RAMBO
		North.


	EXT. FOREST # 3- DAY - POSSE

	It's paceis determined by the energy of the dogs who have the scent.


	EXT. FOREST #4 - HIGHER ELEVATION - DAY - RAMBO

	kneels at the forest edge surveying --

	ROCKS

	They rise in a steep craggy wall where this stretch of forest ends.
	He searches the sky for a chopper, then moves out and out through
	the rubble of Rock toward the summit pass.

	
	THE SUMMIT - MEADOW OF PROMONTORY - DAY

	As Rambo hoists himself over the final niche and stands at the
	summit's edge, we see that it opens onto  onto exposed, boulder-
	strewn grassland. Rambo crosses the open ground at a full run.


	EXT. A WOODED SLOPE - DAY

	Rambo runs down a thickly wooded slope. Suddenly he breaks out
	of the woods and finds himself on the edge of a precipice looking
	down a deep gorge with a raoring river at its bottom.

	We hear the SOUND OF DOGS, closer now, and augmented by the occational
	SHOUT OF SOMEONE in the posse.  Shredding his camouflage, he he races
	to the far edge of the promontory, looking for a way down.

	EXT. CLIFF FACE - RAMBO

	slowly works his way down, finding holds and and testing them, his
	shoes scratching for purchase.

	CLIFF FACE - RAMBO

	has managed to cover some forty feet and is inching slowly downward.
	The WHAPPING AOUNDS OF THE HELICOPTER are heard. No sight of the
	chopper yet.


	EXT. HELLICOPTER - DAY

	hovers above the forest edge near the pass.


	INT. HELICOPTER - DAY - PILOT AND GALT

			     PILOT
		On the cliff --

	
	HELICOPTER'S POV - RAMBO
	
	hanging on the cliff looking back.


	HELICOPTER - PILOT AND GALT

	Galt tears off his sunglasses and drags out the high-powered H.K.
	91 scoped rifle from behind the seat.

			     PILOT
		What are you doing?

			     GALT
		Just bring it around.

	Galt is expertly threading his arm through the rifle sling and
	twisting to keep Rambo in view.

			     PILOT
		Just get on the radio and tell
		Teasle we spotted him.

			     GALT
		Just fly where I tell you!

			     PILOT
		I didn't come up here for this.

	Galt grabs the Pilot by the shirt collar.

			     GALT
		You listen, if that sonofabitch
		makes it down, you've lost him and
		you'll answer for it! Hear!


	CLIFF FACE - RAMBO

	Given time by the behavior of the chopper, he has worked his way
	several body lengths down. He twists around to see --


	THE HELICOPTER

	shuttling around and hovering alongside the face of the cliff.
	Galt is no more than twenty yards away, taking aim. The chopper
	is bouncing and josting in the air currents of the cliff.

	
	PILOT AND GALT

			     GALT
		Hold it steady!

			     PILOT
		I can't. We're stuck in a theraldraft!
		He can't go anyplace.

				GALT
		You fly this thing right or I
		swear I'll break your neck.

	Intimidated, the pilot tries steadying the chopper. Galt puts
	his eye to the sight.

	CRACK. Galt FIRES.


	RAMBO
	
	ROCK EXPLODES near his back.


	EXT. PROMONTORY MEADOW - DAY

	Teasle and the posse have halted reacting to what they hear.
	Teasle hollars into a walkie-talkie.

			     TEASLE
		What the hell's going on
		Galt? what are you doing?


	HELICOPTER - PILOT AND GALT

	Through the walkie-talkie on Galt's belt --

			     TEASLE'S VOICE
		Sound off! What's going on up
		there? What're you people doing?

	The Pilot makes a vain grab for the walkie-takie on Galt's
	belt, but it is holstered on the far side. Galt FIRES.


	RAMBO

	Rock explodes above his head. Inches from his face, stone
	fragments nicking him. Rambo spits away the dust only to see
	the chopper drift a bit and hover closer than ever. In
	desperation he looks down.

	
	RAMBO'S POV

	A horrifying drop to sharp rock. The closest treetop is
	yards below him. As Galt FIRES, Rambo pushes off and falls,
	spreading like a diver.

	
	EXT. TREETOP - DAY - RAMBO

	plunges down, crashing through branches and cracking to a
	stop against a stout limb, and then falls to the ground.
	He bellows with the pain of impact and grabs at his arm,
	which is badly cut.


	HERLICOPTER - PILOT AND GALT

			     PILOT
		He's dead!

			     GALT
		I can't see him. Swing around.


	HELICOPTER

	moves forward, swoops down and back towards the treetops.


	RAMBO

	fighting off pain, nestled against the tree trunk. The
	chopper approaches, skimming low. Rambo's face contorts
	with rage.


	HELICOPTER - GALT

	scanning the ground. Suddenl;y he points down.

			     GALT
		There! Get in close.

	Closing in, the Helicopter maneuvers for position. Rambo huddles
	as close to the trunk as possible. Rambo does not hear the next
	shot, but bark and branches splatter around him.

	Galt is directing the pilot with gestures. Now he leans out of
	the cockpit for a closer shot.

	Rambo grabs a rock as Galt leans from the chopper. Rambo hurls
	the rock with all his strength.

	The rock hits the chopper's windshield in front of the Pilot. He
	recoils and the chopper dips. Galt, already leaning from the
	chopper starts to fall.

	Rambo looks in horror as Galt falls end over end down towards him,
	hitting the upper branches of the tree, crashing through. Galt hits
	the earth with terrible breaking force.

	Rambo scrambles down the cliff towards Gal's body enduring the
	stabbing pain from his bleeding arm.


	RAMBO AND GALT

	Rambo strips Galst's body of his broken rifle and jacket. The
	SOUND OF THE POSSE is almost directly above Rambo as he frees
	Galt's rifle. He races for the cover of the rocks behind him.

	
	PROMONTORY EMBANKMENT - DOGS, ORVAL AND TEASLE

	are first to appear at the rim of the embankment. They go down
	the slope. The Helicopter rises in front of them, out of the gorge.


	BASE OF THE CLIFF

	Rambo is hudled against a rock. His arm is stained with blood.
	He unscrews the handle of his knife and removes a length of nylon
	fishing line and a small fish-hook. He begins to sew the wound up.


	LEDGE

	The dogs sniff the spot where Rambo lowered himself. The digs
	begin BARKING in frustration. Teasle grabs a pair of binoculars.


	POV FROM LEDGE

	Galts body.


	THE LEDGE - RAMBO's POV

	Shingleton, Ward and Belford join the others and stare down.
	Rambo is on his knees.

			     BALFORD
		I can't figure it out -- ho'd he
		fall out.

			     WARD
		What does it matter? He's dead.

			     ORVAL
		Come on, let's nail his ass.

			     WARD
		Sheriff, look!

	Rambo steps out of the rocks. Teasle and his men look at the
	unarmed man.

			     BASLFORD
		Looks like he wants to turn himself
		in.

				RAMBO
		There's one man dead. It's not my
		fault. I don't want any more hurt.

				TEASLE
		Give yourself up. Stay where you are.

				RAMBO
		I haven't done anything.

				TEASLE
		Don't move or I'll shoot you.

				RAMBO
			(moves away)
		I haven't done anything.

	Teasle fires a shot. Rambo is grazed across the temple and
	spins violantly to the ground. He dives out of site.

	All the men are firing at the tree line.

				TEASLE
		Hold you fire!


	EXT. GORGE - DAY

	The deputies are gathered around Galt's body. Teasle pulls out
	his walkie-talkie.

				TEASLE
		Sheriff to base. Come in.

				LESTER (V.O.)
		Go ahead, Will.

				TEASLE
		Lester we're down here in the gorge.
		Galt's dead alright. We're hot on this
		guy's trail. Where the hell's the
		chopper?

				LESTER (V.O.)
		He won't come, Will. And anyway, it's
		reaining like hell down here. The
		storm's coming your way.

				TEASLE
		Just get that chopper back here now. I
		don't want Galt's bodyy left our here
		all night.

				LESTER (V.O.)
		I'll do what I can. Listen, Will,
		we sure picked one hell of a guy
		to mess --
			(static)
		-- came over the teletype --
			(static)
		-- 'gretional medal --

				TEASLE
		Lester. You're breaking up.
		Say again. Over.

				LESTER
		Teletype, Will -- congretional
		medal of honor -- Green Beret.
		Kid's a war hero.

				WARD
		That freak?

				MITCH
		I knew there was something about
		that guy.

				LESTER
		What do you want to do? Over.

				TEASLE
		I want you to do what I told you to
		do. Get that chopper back here. Out.

	He slips the switch. Silence. Every eye is on him.

				MITCH
		A Green Beret war hero! Great.
		
				WARD
		Why don't you shut your mouth?

				TEASLE
		What's the matter with you guys?
		He's just one man who's wounded.

				BALFORD
		Those Green Berets are real bad
		asses.

				MITCH
		Don't you think we should get the
		State Police up here?

	Teasle pulls Mitch towards Galt's body.

				TEASLE
		Look at him, boy! He and I were
		friends when your mamma was still
		wiping your ass! You listen to me!
		He's dead now. Look at his brains.
		He's dead because of that psycho
		out there! Now you listen to me, boy!
		And you listen good! I'm gonna pin
		that Congrssional medal of honor to
		his liver! With you or without you!

				BALFORD
		I'm ready when you are.

	He rises. He stares at the lightning and THUNDER.


	EXT. FOREST #5 - DUSK

	Rambo is hacking small branches into points.


	EXT. FOREST #5 - DUSK

	Teasle and his men are in hot pursuit.


	EXT. FOREST #6 - DUSK

	Rambo is shredding his clothing and tying twigs and other
	Camouflage onto his shirt.


	EXT. FOREST #5 - DUSK

	The rain is coming down much more heavily now and the sky is
	dark. Orval and the dogs lead the men.

				ORVAL
		They're losing the scent.

				TEASLE
		Keep moving.

				MITCH
		What if he circled back?

				WARD
		So what. Move on you damn pnsy.

				MITCH
		Put your gun down and I'll show
		you whose a pansy.

				WARD
			(lowers his gun)
		C'mon -- He thinks he's Galt now.

				TEASLE
			(grabs Ward)
		What the hell are you doing! Just
		keep moving.

				MITCH
		The man's gone!

				TEASLE
		I said move!

	Up ahead in the flash of lightning Rambo's outline is seen
	by Orval and the dogs.

				ORVAL
		There!

				BALFORD
		Kill him!

				TEASLE
			(to Orval)
		Turn 'em loose!

	Orval frees the dogs.
	
				ORVAL
		Attack!

	Balford FIRES at the outline of Rambo as Orval and the dogs charge
	forward. TWO SHOTS into the dogs jolting them backwards. THREE SHOTS
	explodeinto Orval's legs catapulting him to the mud.

				ORVAL
		I'm hit!

				TEASLE
		Get down.

	The men flatten as the last doberman leaps at Rambo. Rambo retreats
	into the woods with the dog on his heels.

				ORVAL
		Kill him!

	Suddenly the dog's GROWLS and SNARLS are cut short. The lawmen are
	consumed with the unnerving silence.

				BALFORD
		Where did he get a gun?

	Teasle crawls over to Orval.
		
				ORVAL
		Get him!

				TEASLE
			(to the men)
		Put a tourniquet around his legs.
		Move.

				WARD
		Where'd he get a gun?

				TEASLE
		It's got to be Galt's. But he's
		out of ammo.

				MITCH
		How do you know?

				TEASLE
		'Cause whatever killed that
		last dog wasn't a bullet...
		I want everybody to spread out --
		fifty yards apart. There's
		no way out of this canyon except
		through us.

				WARD
		Let's do some hunting.

				MITCH
		You dumb bastard. We ain't huntin'
		him, he's hunting us!

	
	FOREST - NiGHT

	The storm has turned into a coldburts. Mitch struggles against
	the downpour.

	Rambo is seen dodging throught the blackness.

	Gripping his rifle and tense with fear, Ward moves through the
	forest.

	Balford moves, his head constantly turning left and right.

	Shingleton and Teasle rub the rain from their eyes as they scan
	the darkness.

	A flsh of lightning and the image of Rambo is seen moving through
	the downpour. Teasle gets a glimps of Balford moving too slowly.

				TEASLE
		Keep moving, Balford.

				BALFORD
		I'm moving out -- I can't see a 
		damn thing.

				TEASLE
		Just keep moving. I'm
		gonna flank left another fifty
		yards.

	A pair of muddy hands reach around Mitch's neck in a death lock.
	Mitch drops his weapon and begins to sag. Mitch screams.

	Teasle, Ward, Balford and Shingleton freeze and then charge towards
	the wailing of Mitch.

	Rambo hits Mitch with a pair of forearm smashes on Mitch's collarbone
	and leaves him writhing on the ground. He hurl's Mitch's gun away,
	then dodges away.

	Ward, Balford, Shingleton and Teasle are fifty yards apart charging
	towards Mitch's screams.

	Ward is bolting full ahead, when suddenly from what appears to be a
	soaked forest ground cover, a hand rises up and grabs the back of his
	foot. He tumbles. Rambo rises from the forest floor.

				WARD
		Son of a bitch! I see him!

	Balford, Shingleton and Teasle freeze. Teasle charges through the
	darkness.

	Balford is closing in on Ward's yells.

	Balford freezes and looks at Rambo, whose form is seen in a flash of
	lightning. Rambo stands as an inviting target. Balford FIRES HIS RIFLE
	at Rambo who rolls and springs away.

				WARD (O.S.)
		I'm hit!

	Ward holds his side and collapses to the ground.

				BALFORD
		I got him.

	Balford charges forward to claim what he thinks is the fallen Rambo.
	He plunges full force into a row of eight needle sharp branches that
	have been fashioned into spears and embedded across the trail.

	The spears are driven deeply into Balford's thighs. He is pinned into
	an upright position.

	As he wails in Agony, Rambo's face comes into view. His face so caked
	with mud that barely any white skin is showing. Around his head is a
	headband that stems the flow of blood from his bullet wound.

				BALFORD
		Go on -- Kill me!

	Rambo empties Balford's gun and leaves.

	Teasle and Shingleton ruch in the direction of Balford's  voice.

	Shingleton hears MOANS in three directions. He turns one way, then
	another. He heads towards Balford.

	Teasle follows Balford's wailing and sees him twenty yards away.

				TEASLE
		Shingleton! I found him!

	Shingleton is running fast towards Teasle's voice. He runs past a wide
	tree. A make-shift garrot is suddenly around his neck and he is yanked
	backwards.

	Teasle is lowering Balford to the ground. He now hears the STRANGLED
	CRIES of Shingleton.

				TEASLE
		Shingleton! Where are you!?

	Teasle moves away from Balford.

	Instinctively, Teasle is driven to cover by more lightning. Then, adding
	to the nightmarish quality of the moment, a FAINT CRY -- A MOAN. It
	startles Teasle. He swiftly makes his way to the edge of the outcropping
	and looks. Shingleton is pinned to a tree by a garrot that holds him by
	the neck to the tree. His hands are fastened behind his back by a pair
	of handcuffs.

	The lawman stares over a narrow opening in the canyon and down a steep
	incline into the flow of strong river current. He looks in a 360 degree
	circle and sees no trace of Rambo.

				TEASLE
		You coward! You're mine!

	The camera pulls back to reveal Rambo kneeling in the downpour studying
	Teasle in darkness. Rambo slowly fades back into the darkness.


											FADE OUT.

	FADE IN:

	NATIONAL GUARD BIVOUAC AREA - LATE AFTERNOON

	It is being set up on the far side of a three-lane highway. We see a long
	line of trucks, supply and communication vehicals and jeeps parked along
	the road. A few tent tops poke through and guardsmen are seen milling about.
	A State Police cruiser comes whipping out of this area. FOLLOW it as it
	speeds away down the highway.


	FIELD HEADQUARTERS - MORNING

	This is situated a half mile down the road. Two tents have been erected: A
	first Aid tent and a three walled Communications Center.

	State troopers in ponchos keep traffic-gawkers moving along. TV News crews
	are filming the scene.  The State Police cruiser swings into the clearing
	and pulls to a stop beside the First Aid tent. CAPTAIN DAVE KERN clambers
	out and heads for the tent.

	An ATTENDANT is cleaning scrapes on Teasle's forehead. Kern enters. He is
	edgy and uptight.

				KERN
		Well we've blown a full day.
		Those weekend soldiers won't
		budge till morning.

	Tealse einces at something the addendant is doing. Kern plunks himself
	down on a cot, lights a cigarette.
	
				KERN
			(continuing)
		Only good thing to come out of
		this mess is the buisness they're
		doin' in town. Reporters are
		drinkin' the place dry. I
		don't know what the hell you're
		tryin' to prove. You look like
		you're ready to keel over. Why
		don't you go home -- it's my
		problem now.

				TEASLE
		You're problem? It was my pursuit
		-- and they were my men. So
		don't give me any of that
		jurisdiction crap!

	Kern stiffles an immediate reply, rises, stares out of the tent.

				KERN
		You took advantage, you
		overstepped, Teasle. If you'd
		called me in the first place --

				ATTENDANT
		You want me to step outside?

				KERN
			(snaps)
		Just finish up what you're
		doing!
			(to Teasle)
		They may have been your men but
		You're a damn fool tryin' to run the
		show in the shape you're in.

	Kern stalks out.


	COMMUNICATIONS TENT

	Lester sips coffee, watching a State Police RADIO OPERATOR fiddling
	with some equipment. On a table is a walkie-talkie unit. Kern comes
	into the tent, gestures to the walkie-talkie.

				KERN
		No luck huh?

				RADIO OPERATOR
		Not much. If he ever had one of
		those units he sure isn't about
		to let us know.

				LESTER
		He has one... The pilot said Galt
		had it when he fell.
	
				KERN
		Well let's keep hackin' at it.
		Good p.r. if nothing else.

	He pours himself a cup of coffee as the Radio Operator flicks on the
	walkie-talkie.

				RADIO OPERATOR
			(tired note)
		State Police calling John Rambo.
		Did you read? Acknowledge. I just
		want to explain your situation
		to you. You are surrounded. All
		possible exits have been blocked.


	EXT. FOREST #7 - RAMBO

	He is in a large tree. He is exhausted, but his eyes begin to grow
	wide. His attention is centered on a boar moving below.

				RADIO OPERATOR'S VOICE
		-- Your service to the country
		will be taken into consideration.
		Just respond and we can work
		everything out.


	INT. ARMY CHOPPER - DAY

	A small chopper veers over the National Guard trucks and the snarl
	of traffic from currious onlookers. It lasnds and TRAUTMAN steps
	out. He wears the uniform of a Green Beret Colonel and aviator
	glasses. The ribbons on his chest serve as a resume.

				TRAUTMAN
		Where do I find the officer
		honching this operation?

				TROOPER
		That's be chief Teasle. I'd
		try the First Aid tent, Colonel.


	INT. FIRST AID TENT - TEASLE

	is hunched over a map spread out on a small table. Trautman enters.

				TRAUTMAN
		Chief Teasle, I'm Sam Trautman.

				TEASLE
			(eyeing the rank and ribbons)
		What can I do for you?

				TRAUTMAN
		I've come to get my boy.

				TEASLE
		Your boy?

				TRAUTMAN
		... John Rambo.

				TEASLE
		Who sent you here?

				TRAUTMAN
		The department of Military Personnel
		Investigations.

				TEASLE
		What's the matter? The military
		embarrassed having a medal of honor
		running wild?

				TRAUTMAN
		You picked the wrong man to push.

				TEASLE
		No Trautman, he did.

				TRAUTMAN
		You're lucky to be breathing. Strictly
		speaking, he shouldn't have slipped up.
		Leaving loose ends is a carinal sin.

				TEASLE
		You're as sick as he is.

				TRAUTMAN
		Call it perspective. But maybe you don't
		understand what he is -- a combat vet
		who's smarter and tougher than you can
		imagine. Far and away the best we ever
		turned out in guerilla warfare. A perfect
		fighting machine -- who can ignore pain --
		live off the land and eat things that
		would make a goat puke. But the most
		unusual aspect of all is that you and
		your men get away alive.

				TEASLE
		You came in here to tell me we've got
		a savage on our hands and we all better
		be afraid?

				TRAUTMAN
		If you're smart you'll provide a gap and
		let him slip through. You've got his
		prints and photographs. In teo -- maybe
		three weeks they'll pick him up in Kansas
		City or someplace working in a car wash --
		and it will be over without a fight.

				TEASLE
		I want that bastsard right here in
		Hope -- not somebody else's
		trophy case  Come morning I'm
		gonna flood these hills with so many
		men he'll wish he never crossed my
		path!

				TRAUTMAN
		If You're goin to send that many
		men after him, don't forget one
		thing.

				TEASLE
		What?

				TRAUTMAN
		... A good supply of body bags.

	Trautman begins to walk away. Grasping for a counterattack,
	Teasle calls after him.

				TEASLE
		Trauman!

	Trautman turns to find Teasle coming after him.

				TEASLE
		I'm not sure just which side you're
		on. Maybe you're here to make your
		people look good and us bad -- if
		that's it you'll do better in town
		where the reporters are. But if
		you're serious about taking him
		out clean -- come with me.

	He walks off, beckoning Trautman to follow.


	INT. MOUNTAIN OVERHANG - DUSK

	Rambo enters and drops the huge boar from his shoulder, and
	unscrews the cap of his knife removing a metal match... He
	strikes it and lights some dry weed. The voice of the Radio
	Operator is heard over the walkie-talkie. Rambo ignores it.

				RADIO OPERATOR
		State police to John Rambo --
		acknoledge please -- John Rambo, 
		acknoledge please, over.


	INT. COMMUNICATIONS TENT

	Trautman, Teasle, Kern, Lester and the R.O. are positioned
	around the tent.

				TRAUTMAN
		You're wasting your time -- He'd never
		break radio silence.

				TEASLE
		Maybe he won't answer us -- But
		Colonel Trautman might be different --
		Rambo's his boy.

	
	INT. MINE - DUSK

	Rambo scrunches close to the flames, cradles his head on his
	arm and closes his eyes. As he drifts into half-sleep, his face
	reflects the circus of his mind.

				TRAUTMAN'S VOICE	
		Covey Leader calling Raven. Come
		in Raven.

	Rambo is startled, then instantly guarded as he pulls his hands
	down from his face. He throddles the impulse to respond.

				TRAUTMAN'S VOICE
		This is covey leader to Raven.
		Talk to me, Johnny.

	The static-punctuate silence has an unsettling effect.

				TRAUTMAN'S VOICE
		Covey leader to identify Baker team.
		Rambo -- Messer -- Ortega --
		Coletta -- Jorgensen --
		Danforth -- Berry -- Krackauer.
			(beat)
		Confirm? This is Colonel Trautman,
		please acknoledge.

	Rambo's expression has grown reflective, his thoughts far
	away.

				RAMBO
		They're all dead Colonel.

				TRAUTMAN
		Rambo! Are you alright?

				RAMBO
		Baker team -- They're all dead, sir.

				TRAUTMAN
		Not Delmar Berry -- Berry made it.

				RAMBO
		Berry's gone.

				TRAUTMAN
		How?

				RAMBO
		Cancer ate him down to the bone.
		Gone defoliated with orange once
		too much. Guess I'm the last one.

				TRAUTMAN
		That's because you're the best,
		Rambo.

	Rambo stands and paces.

				TRAUTMAN
		You've done some damage here.
		But they don't want any more
		trouble. Just cooperate and
		everything will be alright --
		That's why I'm here. No listen --
		I have a chopper down here so I can
		come up and fly you the hell outta
		there -- just you and me. We'll
		work this thing out together.
		
				RAMBO
		Where'd you come from?

				TRAUTMAN
		... Fort Bragg.

				RAMBO
		That's where I wish I was --
		back at Bragg.

				TRAUTMAN
		We'll talk about that when you
		come in.

				RAMBO
		... Can't do that.

				TRAUTMAN
		Come on in -- there's been enough
		trouble.
		
				RAMBO
		Wouldn't be any trouble except for
		that kingshit cop.

	Teasle stiffens.

				RAMBO
			(continuing)
		The man kept pushin', sir.

				TRAUTMAN
		You did some pushing of your own.

				RAMBO
		They drew first blood not me. I
		just want out of this.

				TRAUTMAN
		A man is dead -- six others are
		pretty broken up ... you can't
		just wqalk away from it, son.

				RAMBO
		I did what I had to do to get away.
		I could've taken their weapons and
		killed them all if I wanted.

				TRAUTMAN
		Teasle thinks you didn't waste
		those men 'cause you've gone soft --

	No response from Rambo.

				TRAUTMAN
		Rambo? You still reading me?

	Rambo sits in a dazed silence with a faraway expression in his
	eyes.


	INT. COMMUNICATIONS TENT

	An awkward, uneasy silence here.

				TRAUTMAN
		Skill leader calling Raven -- Rambo
		acknowledge.

				TEASLE
		Now we get him my way.


	CREST - MORNING

	Rambo sits way above the swarming humanity below him. He appears to
	be transported back to the jungles of Vietnam. He is humming the
	song, "Purple Haze".

	
	CLOSE - TELEVISION COMMENTATOR - EARLY MORNING

				COMMENTATOR
		-- units of the National Guard
		in conjunction with state and
		local police began infiltrating
		the rugged, mountainous terrain
		early this morning. What still
		remains unexplained by local
		authorities is how and where the
		former Green Beret came into
		possesion of the weapons which
		he allegedly tried to kill six
		policemen. But only their skilled
		training in law enforcement
		techniques saved their lives,
		and word has it that the fugitive
		will be in custody in a matter of
		hours.

	Teasle stands alone, watching truck after truck of the National Guardsmen
	move past. One by one the trucks swing away from Field Headquarters.
	Trautman comes alongside.

				TEASLE
		Why couldn't you guys control
		this bastard -- Now we gotta
		do your dirty work. If he was
		so good why did you throw him
		out of service?

				TRAUTMAN
		He was discharged on a Secion
		Eight. He suffered a nervous
		breakdown during his last tour.

	It catches Teasle off guard.

				TEASLE
		I served with a lot of guys
		like this -- already on the
		edge when they joined up.
		But you took him anyway.

				TRAUTMAN
		He was right for what we
		needed.

				TEASLE
		Then you turn loose a guy that
		can't do anything else but kill.

				TRAUTMAN
		He was under control until you
		started him up again.

				TEASLE
		I didn't start anything.

				TRAUTMAN
		I didn't come out here without any
		background.

				TEASLE
		What background?

				TRAUTMAN
		Really gave them hell in Korea
		didn't you?

				TEASLE
		What the hell are you doing?

				TRAUTMAN
		Marine Corps Master Sergent
		Wilfed Teasle -- Purple Heart,
		Bronze Star. You're as military
		as he is, but he's something
		you could never be -- the best.

				TEASLE
		What he is, is dead.

	
	FOREST # 8

	in woodlands dense enough to squeeze out the sun. The camouflaged
	figure of Rambo rises from a shaggy bank. He senses the presents of
	the Guardsmen before we hear the distant voices and the streasm
	waters broken with splashing.

	A single Guardsman materializes along the shallows, then another,
	then more. Rambo watches a moment longer, calculating their rate of
	advance, then withdraws, following the bank upto a second vantage
	point.

	As Rambo moves upstream, the soldiers appear in the distance -- an
	unflankable wall of them. He turns away from the stream and moves
	rapidly upland into the darkness of the woodlands.

	Turning, Rambo comes face to face with a young boy who freezes
	with fright.

	BOY

	A fourteen-year-old kid dressed in a red hunting outfit, standing 
	on a bluff, staring down holding a broken shotgun.

	RAMBO
	
	The knife instinctively flies to his hand, aims. Frozen target --
	sure kill. But with the release of breath Rambo's muscles slacken
	and the knife drops. He can't smack the stupid kid whose mouth
	is open a full second before the scream reverberates from the
	bluff.

				BOY
		PA -- PA -- PA!

	Of course! Hunters with the kid. 


	Rambo's eyes dart towards the wood, then he turns back to the mine
	as SHOTGUN BLAST sprays the dirt above him.

	The adult hunters with the boy are excitedly FIRING their shotguns
	at the fleeing Rambo.

	Guardsmen reacting to the SHOTS and SHOUTING of the hunters. Then
	double-timing it towards the source of the commotion.

	Guardsmen seem to gather from every direction firing at the fleeing
	Rambo. He sprints towards a dilipidated bridge that lies at the
	base of the mine's entrance. Bullets kick up to the right and left
	of Rambo as he rushes into the mine's entrance.

	
	INT. MINE - DAY - RAMBO

	He tears into the mine's entrance and moves quickly don a tunnel.
	He snatches a small makeshift torch and lights it in the lowburning
	fire.


	EXT. MINE - DAY

	The men begin to arrive at the entrance. They FIRE into the blackness.
	Their flashlights cast long shadows.


	RAMBO

	The bullets spark off the wall near Rambo, who, with his small torch
	rushes deeper into the center of the mine...


	GUARDSMAN

	More men gather outside the mone.

				GUARDSMAN
		C'mon, let's get him - Blow
		his ass up!


	RAMBO

	is at the end of the tunel BULLETS tear away at the eroding walls.

	Rambo is frantically searching for another outlet. Therre are none.


	GUARDSMEN

	LT. MORGEN shoves his way near the mouth of the cove.

				LT. MORGEN
		Keep firing! Some of you guys
		start to ease in on the other
		side.

				GUARDSMEN
		Not me.

				LT. MORGEN
		We've got him pinned! Now
		start moving inside.

				GUARDSMEN
		I do this part-time. I ain't
		dying in here! How do you know
		he isn't just waiting for us to
		come inside -- Do you know?

				LT. MORGEN
		Rambo -- This is Lt. Morgen,
		National Guard leader thirty-five
		... I'm giving you thirty seconds
		to come out --

	Lt. Morgen waves to another group of guardsmen.

				LT. MORGEN
			(continuing)
		Smith, Caswell, Billings, you've
		got the grenades. Bring them here.
			(to Rambo)
		This is your last chance to come
		out.
			(to his men)
		If he doesn't want to come out,
		we'll keep him in there.

				GUARDSMAN
		Shouldn't we wait?

				LT. MORGEN
		He's a killer, and I'm in charge
		here -- throw the grenades!

	The Guardsmen pull the pins and heave the grenades down the tunnel.

	
	RAMBO

	He has heard the sound a thousand times before and he curls into
	a ball as the GRENADES EXPLODE. The mine collapses, dumping tons
	of rock with a deafening ROAR.


	GUARDSMEN

	They begin to gather in larger numbers and gape at the wall of
	rock with childlike wonder.

				GUARDSMAN
		Damn --

				GUARDSMAN #2
		He ain't going nowhere.

				GUARDSMAN #3
		Do you think it killed him?


	INT. MINE - DAY - RAMBO

	stares at a faint beam of light that radiates through the dust.
	He bends low and notices a fissure in the rock and slides his
	knife in his belt and squeezes between two walls holding his
	self-made torch. The walls taper down into a winding funnel.

	Rambo drops a stone down the funnel and counts...

				RAMBO
		One -- two -- thee.

	It strikes the bottom with a HOLLOW SOUND. He begins to lower
	himself down.

	Touching bottom, he moves several paces and into a wider fissure.
	He steps over the perfectly arranged bones and heads into
	another fissure.

	
	EXT. COMMUNICATIONS TENT

	Seeing Trautman, Kern sums up everything with a vague gesture.
	Kern and the cops head for their cars and drive off. Trautman
	turns to leave. Teasle stops him with --

				TEASLE
		He was supposed to be good.

				TRAUTMAN
		However he may have ended up --
		there was a time when he was very
		special. That's something you'll
		never understand because you weren't
		there. Besides, Finishing you gave
		him something to live for.

	Trautman turns and heads for his car, Teasle is bordering on
	violence.

				TEASLE
		You're a sick bastard.


	INT. CAVE - RAMBO

	Muscles up from the rushing stream, stops to rest below a
	hole. A breeze whips at his hair and beard. He begins making
	his way into the black hole, feeling his way when --

	A black flurry explodes from the hole, squeaking soughing
	wings, heads, teeth -- BATS -- hundreds of them spin crazily
	about him. Rambo beats them away as he falls back to the ledge.
	He grabs a Bat out of his shirt and snaps its brittle back,
	then violently heaves it away.


	EXT. HOPE POLICE STATION - LATE AFTERNOON

	A cruiser with Lester behind the wheel and Teasle in the
	passenger seat, pulls up and parks. They get out and head
	into the station. A few passing pedestrians pause to cast
	currious glances at Teasle.

				TOWNSPEOPLE
		Great Will! Heard you took care
		of that boy real good.

	Teasle nods and enters the station.


	INT. POLICE STATION

	Aside from Preston, who holds down the dispatcher's spot,
	it is painfully empty of personnel. The scaffolding has been
	stacked to one side and the painting paraphernalia is still
	in evidence.

	Preston looks around as Teasle and Lester enter. It is an
	awkward moment for both Preston and Teasle. Teasle heads into
	his office, closing the door behind him.


	INT. CAVE - RAMBO

	Knelling on a ledge, hands clenched, eyes closed, concetrating,
	fighting back the revulsion. He looks up at the pest hole his
	expression sours.


	PEST HOLE - SERIES OF SHOTS

	Squeeking swarming bats. Rambo crawls, feeling his way in the
	blackness, swatting the pests away from his face, digging them
	out of his hair, beard, shirt.


	INT. "THE ANTLERS" - DAY

	A small town bar and grill. Trautman is seated by himself at
	the end of the bar, staring at the remains of a Scotch and
	soda. Preston enters.

				PRESTON
			(to bartender)
		Give me a cold one Leon.


	FIRE ROAD - TRUCK CONVOY

	The last of the supply trucks is crossing the narrow road while
	four DRIVERS secure their 2 1/2 ton rigs for travel.

	The fifth and LEAD DRIVER stands at the open door of his truck.

				LEAD DRIVER
		Let's move it out!


	INT. TRUCK CAR - CATHCART - DAY

	As he fires up his engine, then reacts to the sudden appearance
	of Rambo. Terror freezes Cathcart as Rambo opens the door and
	puts his knife to Cathcart's throat.

				RAMBO
		Drive.

	Cathcart fumbles the truck into gear. They roll.

	Rambo cranes a look through the windshield, then settles back.
	He examines the contents of the cab: fruit, milk, cigarettes,
	zippo lighter, fig newtons. Cathart's M-60 and ammo belt sit dead
	in the rack. Rambo opens the milk carton and drinks hungilly.

	We see the third and fourth trucks dissapear around the bend.
	Rambo one-hands the wheel and stretches his foot onto the break.
	The truck grinds to a stop.

				RAMBO
		... Go home.

	Cathart hurries out of the truck. Rambo takes the wheel.


	EXT. ROAD

	Cathart stares as the truck drives away.


	INT. CAB OF THE FOURTH TRUCK - THE DRIVER

	is reacting to the absence of Cathart's truck. Annoyed he slows
	the rig, then relaxes as the grille appears.


	FIRE ROAD - THE CONVOY

	threading its way along the switchbacks, down the mountain. A
	State cruiser heads up the road. The lead truck pulls over to give
	the cruiser as much room as possible.

	Rambo Duplicates the action of the other drivers. He ducks low. The
	the cruiser inches past.

	Once the cruiser is out of sight, Rambo's truck pulls out of line,
	powering along the outside passing truck after truck.


	INT. STATE POLICE CRUISER - DAY

	OTS of the State Police troiopers as the figure of Cathart apears
	ahead. He waves his arms frantically. The cops trade a look.


	INT. HOPE POLICE STATION - DAY

	Lester is brewing some coffee. Preston is dozing at the dispatcher's
	desk. Teasle remains in his office. The radio comes to life with
	some static.

				TROOPER'S VOICE
		S.P. car Charlie five to
		Central. Looks like somebody
		pulled the plug too soon.
		That Rambo guy's on the
		loose again.


	EXT. ACCESS ROAD - DUSK

	Rambo drive's the truck onto a three lane highway.

	The State Police Cruiser skids onto the highway turning on it's
	flashers and siren.


	EXT. NATIONAL GUARD ROADBLOCK - DUSK

	Rambo's truck drives towards them like a monster. The truck plows
	through the crates and jeeps, heaving them aside. The truck fish-
	tails, regains balance and roars ahead. Darkness is falling rapidly.


	EXT. JUNCTION OF ACCESS ROAD AND HIGHWAY - NIGHT

	The State Cruiser is joined by a second cruiser. They scorch the
	highway.

	
	EXT. GAS STATION - NIGHT

	The station sits on the edge of th highway. It is closed. In the
	distant b.g. the headlights of Cathart's truck appear.


	INT. CATHART'S TRUCK - RAMBO - NIGHT

	He now one-hands the wheel, stuffing the ammo belt into his shirt
	and threading the M-60 over his shoulder. He peers through the
	windshield. He braces himself, floors the accelerator.


	EXT. GAS STATION - NIGHT

	The massive truck veers in from the highway, heading directly for
	the pumps at full speed. The impact sheers the pumps from the island.
	The truck crashes hard into the canopy struts, bringing the overhang
	twisting and crashing around the rig.

	Rambo scrambles out of the cab. He can hear the faint sount of SIRENS.
	He snaps cathart's zippo lighter open, sparks the flame and tosses it.

	It burts into flame. Gasoline trails ignite into fire streams that
	streak across the drive onto the highway.

	Rambo races into a sodden file that borders the highway as the gas
	station goes up in a series of THREE EAR-SHATTERING EXPLOTIONS that
	hurl a ball of flame and debris across the highway.

	Rambo, illuminated by the flames, pauses for a fleeting look, then
	turns and takes off across th field towards the lights of Hope.


	EXT. HOPE POLICE STATION

	TEASLE'S POV
	
	the brilliant glow of the blaze lighting up the sky.


	EXT. "THE ANTLER" - NIGHT

	Teasle drives up, gives some hurried instructions to Lester
	and Preston. They scramble into Lester's cruiser. Trautman
	studies Teasle intently. Teasle catches Trautman's eye but gives
	him nothing. He turns and goes into the station.


	EXT. GAS STATION - NIGHT

	The troopers are running around the fire.


	EXT. HOPE - NIGHT

	Two fire engines streak down the street, BELLS CLANGING, SIRENS
	SCREAMING.


	EXT. FIELD - NIGHT

	Camouflaged by darkness Rambo moves stewadily acrosss the filed.


	INT. TEASLE'S OFFICE - NIGHT

	Teasle stands at an opened gun case fitting cartridges into a clip.
	Teasle turns to find Trautman standing in the doorway.

				TRAUTMAN
		If I were you  I'd forget what
		you're thinking and clear out
		while you can.

				TEASLE
		You clear the hell out, Trautman!

				TRAUTMAN
		The kid isn't gunning for me.

				TEASLE
		What are you talking about? You
		set it up and now he's comin --
		and that's t he way I want it!

				TRAUTMAN
		Why do you want to die here tonight
		-- because that's going to happen.

				TEASLE
		We'll see who burries who.

				TRAUTMAN
		There's only one person in this
		room with half a chance -- Not
		beacause I'm that much better
		than him. It's becasue I'm the
		closest thing to family that he
		has left. That may be all the
		edge I need.

				TEASLE
		Get out of here Trautman.

				TRAUTMAN
		What makes you so bent on doing
		this?

				TEASLE
		I had respect in this town.

				TRAUTMAN
		You still do.

				TEASLE
		Not like before that son of a
		bitch came.

				TRAUTMAN
		You think this is going to get
		your respect back?

				TEASLE
		That and more -- now this is the
		last time to get the hell out.



	
	
	


		




MORE TO COME...
				
				KERN
		Why quit? Hasn't the bastard
		done enought to make us look bad?

				TRAUTMAN
		... Tell them!

				KERN
		I'm not telling them anything!
		You blew your reputation, we're
		not blowing ours!!

	Trautman unravels and heaves Kern like a rag doll to the ground.

				TRAUTMAN
		...Stop firing!! Cease fire!!


	INT. JAILHOUSE - NIGHT

	Rambo continues to do battle. He Stops firing, as a white flag
	tied to a riflw barrel comes into view.


	EXT. JAILHOUSE - NIGHT

	The door opens and Rambo steps out, rifle still in his hand, and
	moves forward.

	Trautman moves to Rambo as everyone watches in awe.

	Trautman and Rambo lock stares as a couple of hundered people
	observe the two soldiers. Rambo hands over his rifle.

	They begin to move towards a State trooper car and the whirrling
	red and blue lights from the car's roof reads across Trautman
	and Rambo's faces.

	Everyone they pass has an expression of heralded respect.

	Rambo looks back at the jailhouse with indifference, and lowers
	himself into the car, then flashes the peace sign at the many
	onlookers. Trautman gets into the front.

	The CREDITS ROLL as the flashing car moves through the crowd,
	the town, the flames, and fades into the night.

									FADE OUT.


			  THE END

